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Abstract

Low-Earth-Orbit (LEO) region congestion is becoming one of the big issues of the modern space era. To avoid the Kessler
syndrome, now more than ever it is needed to improve awareness about space traffic, and upgrade the entire monitoring process.
Extensive literature is available covering the topics of orbital conjunction filtering techniques and computation of the Minimum
Orbital Intersection Distance (MOID). The present paper investigates an alternative filtering method exploiting the near-circularity
of certain orbits (a condition often verified in LEO), to improve conjunction analysis performance. Elliptical orbits are reshaped
through an auxiliary deferent model, inspired by C. Ptolemy’s orbital theory, replacing the real motion along conjunction analysis.
To recover satellites’ averaged mean orbital elements, CelesTrack LEO catalogue was considered and propagated. Based on av-
eraged parameters, off-centric circular orbits are considered instead of elliptical ones. The resulting deferents (off-centric circles)
are not far from osculating orbits due to LEOs low eccentricities, becoming the basis for the conjunction analysis algorithm. The
algorithm is conceived as a sequence of pre-filters and a final MOID computation. Performances are inspected through an all-vs-
all analysis, taking as reference a combination of Hoots’ and Gronchi’s algorithms. This method achieves good performance as
compared with these traditional benchmarks. Adopting this approach could reduce the time needed for a preliminary conjunction
inspection during the first phases of the Collision Avoidance (CA) process, especially in LEO, where pre-filtering aims to reduce
the number of orbit couples where precise MOID computation is needed.
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1. Introduction

The LEO region overcrowding is a very well-known prob-
lem in the space sector, especially for all kinds of human ac-
tivities in space. While the Kessler syndrome (from the hy-
pothesis of Donald J. Kessler in 1978) is still preventable to-
day, the number of new mega-constellations and small satellites
grow consistently. Furthermore, this escalation is not properly
regulated, causing often undesired collisions and consequently
uncontrolled debris. As reported in the Space Sustainability
bulletin [1] (issue of December 2022) of the French company
Share my Space about space sustainability, just in the last month
of 2022: more than 286 new debris was produced, and around
six tons of objects orbiting Earth below the 1 000 km have
been estimated. Between these, about 10 000 are satellites and
around 1 000 are rocket bodies. This situation is well repre-
sented by the picture reported in the report itself, Figure1.

Consequently, the plan and management of upcoming mis-
sions require more and more efficient and wise procedures for
collision avoidance. All nations and space communities should
share data and common means to face this space crisis. The
main pragmatic issue is the amount of orbits pairs to check for
future close encounters, due to the high volumes of objects res-
ident in LEO. This implies that ground operators need a more
automatized, efficient and at the same time precise framework
for possible conjunctions identification.
This paper proposes an alternative approach for conjunction
detection based on an orbit approximation valid especially in

LEO region (the most critical for traffic management). Rou-
tines capable of efficiently eliminating couples, or stating that
two satellites will never come closer than a certain distance in
time are usually called filters or pre-filters. Algorithms com-
puting the MOID, are called by the acronym itself: the MOID
is mathematically the absolute minimum of the Euclidean dis-
tance between orbits. One of the first approaches to the topic
was by G. Sitarsky [2] in 1968, later expanded through the col-
laboration with Hoots et al. [3], presenting an analytical for-
mulation for relative distances between elliptical orbits. Af-
ter them, Kholsheinikov and Vassiliev [4], later Gronchi [5] in
2005 and Bonanno [6] work all on the polynomial roots for min-
imum distance computations. In particular, Gronchi developed
one of the most efficient routines of this type, applying the fast
Fourier transformation to the orbital MOID problem. In 2010
Armellin et al [7] propose instead a global optimization for the
resolution of the MOID problem.
In recent times the same techniques have been applied also to
asteroids, like the more recent works of Milani [8], Rozek in
2011 [9] and many others.

The present approach proposes a series of pre-filters and a
final MOID focus on LEO objects, based on the assumption
of replacing the classical Keplerian elliptical orbit formulation
with its auxiliary circle or the so-called deferent. The defer-
ent term is employed here since the inspiration for this idea
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Figure 1: Summary of the main satellite owners (top) and the distribution by
inclination and perigee of resident objects up to GEO (down). Credits: [1].

comes from the readings about the ancient C. Ptolemy’s1 solar
system model. This simplification consists in considering an
off-centric circle instead of the ellipse (Keplerian model). This
condition is especially suitable for LEO orbits, which are for the
great majority almost circular. This peculiarity is also particu-
larly promising for integration in an ML (Machine Learning)
approach, this will be treated later once the outcomes of the
present approach will be highlighted. In 2021 Stevenson E. et
al. [10] presented a study about the improvements carried by an
AI-based pre-filtering analysis in terms of computational time
efficiency.
The present paper is organised as follows. Firstly, the physical
background behind the algorithm itself is discussed. Later, per-
formance is assessed through the comparison with Gronchi’s al-
gorithm combined with Hoots’ prefilters [11]. The orbit dataset
employed for the comparison is the entire LEO catalogue’s TLEs
(Two Lines Elements, [12]) of satellites, retrieved from Space-
Track [13] on January 10, 2023.

2. Hardware employed

All results involving performance evaluations of the algo-
rithms developed for this research have been produced on the
same hardware, here reported its main features for repeatability
and comparison:

1Claudius Ptolemy (latin: Claudius Ptolemaeus) (c.100 – c.170 AD) was a
mathematician, astronomer, geographer, and astrologer; lived in Egypt at the
times of the Roman empire.

• CPU: 11th Gen Intel®Core™i5-1135G7 2.40GHz × 8

• OS: Ubuntu 22.04.1 LTS, 64-bit

• Code language: Python 3.8

3. Conjunction analysis process

3.1. Pipeline overview

This chapter provides a brief overview of a typical pipeline
of space conjunction analysis to understand better at which stage
the present research can contribute. First of all space objects
are tracked through ground telescope networks, e.g. the United
States Surveillance Space Network (SSN) is the main reference
in monitoring space around Earth. Once TLEs are generated
for untracked objects or updated for already known ones, TLEs
are uploaded to the catalogue. Usually the United States Space
Force, through NORAD, updates the SpaceTrack catalogue.
TLE is the most employed format for cataloguing the space ob-
jects once detected, containing satellite NORAD identifier and
orbital parameters data (orbital elements and drag data).
The orbit information contained in TLEs can be extracted prop-
erly only through the SGP4 propagator [14], allowing to recover
the osculating contributions in time (the employment of SGP4
in this context is also treated later when the catalogue is em-
ployed effectively). After the propagation with SGP4, all the
orbits are propagated through more accurate methods together
with their covariance. The last step is the all-vs-all analysis
aiming to find close encounters: all the orbits are inspected
in couples looking for close encounters. Since the number of
comparisons nowadays is huge (in order to compare 7 000 ob-
jects, one should evaluate 24 496 500 orbit couples) pre-filters
are employed to quickly exclude couples that would certainly
not experience a close encounter. The process of filtering and
propagation can be inverted sometimes. In any case, this cat-
alogue inspection happens at least six days ahead of the pos-
sible events. Ultimately, once close approach candidates are
detected, a refinement of the estimate and accurate analysis is
conducted about a small subset. If the conjunction is confirmed,
a collision data message (CDM) is delivered to the operator
with collision probability indications. For example, the United
States Combined Space Operations Center (CSpOC) generally
delivers messages around three days in advance of the event.
The method proposed in this paper could contribute to speeding
up the filtering phase and in general the very first part of cata-
logue analysis. Since the object’s propagation is linked to the
filtering phase the approximated orbital model is conceived also
as built-up on the propagation information of the orbit. Another
crucial point in the previous pipeline is the number of messages
dispatched: a satellite operator receives approximately tens of
thousands of CDMs per month. Relatively to this last turning
point, the present algorithm could help in forecasting the orbit
behaviour about close encounters. However, modern pipelines
for collision avoidance in control centres are all based on clas-
sical approaches. AI-based approach could really improve the
efficiency of such time-consuming
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3.2. The actual LEO environment

Before moving to the description of the Ptolemy approx-
imation and the filter structure itself, a brief analysis of the
LEO environment characteristics is presented. Figure 2 reports
the orbital parameters distribution for the TLEs retrieved. The
satellites considered for the present study are active and inactive
ones orbiting in the LEO region (means mean motion higher
than 11.25 and eccentricity less than 0.25) stored in the Space-
Track catalogue through TLEs. The TLEs retrieved are 7757.

Figure 2: Visualization of TLEs’ most relevant parameters distribution.

The Keplerian parameters plotted (semi-major-axis a, incli-
nation i and eccentricity e) are recovered from TLEs through
an SGP4 forward propagating of 10 seconds. These are directly
plotted just to give evidence of the distributions. These plots

show some interesting well known typical patterns in LEO.
First of all LEO orbits gather around certain values of eccen-
tricities and inclination: eccentricities values are very small and
usually under 0.05, while for inclination there is a tendency for
retrograde orbits or inclination around 50 deg (in general all
between 50 and 100 deg). Furthermore, the clearest trend is
in the ratio between ra (apogee radius) and rp (perigee radius),
due to the decay limits of orbits in LEO. Coming back specifi-
cally to eccentricities, Table 1 reports statistics about eccentric-
ity: these values show that objects in LEO can be assumed to
follow almost circular orbits (presenting sufficiently small ec-
centricities).

Table 1: Eccentricities distribution in the catalogue (7757 satellites retrieved).
Range N° satellites Percentage of orbits

e < 0.05 7670 98%
e < 0.01 7523 96%
e < 0.005 7284 93%
e < 0.001 2275 29%

The last point is about perturbations. In the LEO region,
the dominant perturbation effects are atmospheric drag and J2
geo-potential effect. All the other effects will be neglected in
the following analysis, as retained negligible for the level of
accuracy sought.

4. Ptolemaic filter description

4.1. Orbital model and auxiliary representation

The Keplerian orbital model is the one employed today for
describing the celestial bodies’ motion under the influence of
the gravitational pull from a primary body. It describes trajec-
tories through ellipses following the Keplerian laws of motion.
The present paper tries to evaluate the possible advantages of
employing an orbital description simplification for conjunction
analysis, introducing some modelling errors from the Keplerian
formulation. This convention can be called Ptolemaic simplifi-
cation, as inspired by the theory of epicycles introduced by C.
Ptolemy regarding the motion of the planets about Earth. In
his model (Heliocentric theory) planets move around Earth in
small circles (the epicycles) orbiting in bigger ones (called in-
stead deferents). In Figure 3 (on the left) there is the exam-
ple of Mars orbiting Earth (in one of the two equants, the foci
computed by Ptolemy to compensate errors in observations) as
described by the Ptolemaic theory.

Even if it is clear this model is physically incorrect, it has
been recovered here replacing ellipses with off-centric circles.
Figure 3 (on the right) represents this auxiliary model: the el-
lipse is replaced with the off-centric inscribing circle or so-
called deferent.
It is clear that the deferent model better suits orbits with small
eccentricities. The maximum error between the two models can
be computed as the distance between the semi-minor and the
semi-major axis of the ellipse, or the radius of the different. Ta-
ble 2 reports some statistics:
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Figure 3: Representation of Ptolemy’s theory (on the left) and the actual Ptole-
maic model employed in this work (on the right).

Table 2: Ptolemaic model error for orbits in the catalogue.
Maximum error Number of satellite Percentage of orbits

< 5 km 7660 98.7%
< 1 km 7600 97.9%
< 0.5 km 7547 97.3%
< 0.1 km 7306 94.1%
< 0.05 km 7010 90.4%

It is clear that for LEO the deferent model is not far from
the real one for the great majority of the orbits.
This model will be employed in the next section to set up the
filtering technique.
The definition of the deferent requires the four Keplerian pa-
rameters: a, i, Ω (right ascension of the ascending node) and
ω (the argument of perigee), since the eccentricity is neglected.
The corresponding time-law can be computed instead on the
deferent as the direct projection of the true anomaly in time
(like in Figure 3), employing the eccentric anomaly E instead.

4.2. Ptolemaic filter algorithm structure
The algorithm based on the deferent aims to define if a pair

of orbits could result or not close encounters (or conjunctions)
over time. It consists of a series of four pre-filters and a final
MOID. From now on, all the algorithms presented will consider
the deferent model instead of the classic Keplerian one.
Conjunction is defined as an event when two trajectories come
closer than a certain threshold distance. In this paper, this thresh-
old is defined as D (1) (total threshold); this value corresponds
to the sum of position uncertainty (due to the Ptolemaic model
and perturbed motion) and an effective distance used for com-
parison. Figure 4 represents this concept: black points stand for
the satellite position of two orbits compared on the same plane
(the dotted line stands for the plane), Dr is the effective thresh-
old between orbits and Do represents the position uncertainty.
The choice of the threshold values chosen for each test of the
filter is justified later in the paper (Chapter4.3).

D = Dr + 2Do (1)

Figure 5 reports the entire flow of tests composing the filter.
Before moving to the filter description, it is important to under-
line that the tests on a pair of orbits can output two kinds of

Figure 4: Definition of the threshold for conjunction analysis: black points are
single Cartesian points of the trajectories, considered on the same plane and
both along-track.

results: no conjunctions or possible conjunctions detected. In
case a possible conjunction (red cases in Figure 5) is detected
by a test the couple is better inspected and passes to the follow-
ing one. In case any possible conjunction is stated (green output
in Figure 5) the orbit is filtered out, and any further analysis is
done.
The original code language of this algorithm is Matlab, but it
has been rewritten entirely in Python to better suit more soft-
ware tools integrations.

Figure 5: Filter process scheme including the possible outcome for each test.

In the following sections, each test composing the Ptole-
maic filter is described.

4.2.1. Description of Test-1: ’Big & Small’
Just before Test-1 the algorithm classifies as Def-1 (deferent

number 1) the orbit with bigger a and as Def-2 the other one2.

2Subscript 1 and 2 identify the two deferents through all the tests: 1 is the
one with bigger a, as defined in Test-1.
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Following this notation, C1 and C2 will be the centres of the
two deferents, and c1 and c2 are their effective distances from
Earth centre, as reported in Figure 6 (top).
Test-1 is inspired to the Hoot’s Perigee-Apogee filter[3]. This
test compares the equivalent perigee of Def-1 (the bigger) and
the apogee of Def-2:

(R1 − c1) − (R2 + c2) > D (2)

where R is the radius of the deferents and c the distance
of the centres of deferents from Earth centre. In this case,
Ptolemy’s model simplifies the formulation of the geometry
along the algorithm. If the previous equivalence is true any con-
junction is possible; otherwise, it is necessary to pass to Test-2.

Figure 6: Representation of Test-1 (top) and Test-2 (down) geometries.

4.2.2. Description of Test-2: ’2-contained-in-1’
This test considers the central idea of the Ptolemaic filter:

the rotation of one deferent with respect to the other. This trans-
formation could be considered as a simple change of reference
frame (RF): the RF that will be used from now on is the perifo-
cal RF of Def-1. Def-2 is rotated from Earth-centred equatorial
RF to perifocal reference frame of Def-1.
The matrix used for this transformation is the one that converts
from equatorial to perifocal the Keplerian orbit, but this time us-
ing angles of Def-1 (formulation of the matrix recalled in Figure
7).

Figure 7: Matrix converting from Equatorial to perifocal RFs.

Keplerian angles (Ω, ω and i) are relative parameters of Def-
2 with respect to Def-1. These values are recovered just by ro-
tating the perigee of Def-2 in perifocal RF of Def-1.
Once this step has been performed, Def-1 will be considered
always with its nodal line laying on the x-axis of the equatorial
RF ( Ω1 = 0deg, ω1 = 0 deg and i1 = 0 deg).

This test wants to verify if the couple of deferents has a con-
figuration such that Def-2 is ’contained’ in Def-1 (considering
also the threshold D).
The inequality verifying this condition is the following:

R1 > r + R2 + D

r =
√

c2
1 + c2

1 − 2 c1 c2 cos(|β|)

β = Ω2 + ω2

(3)

The angle β is the difference between angles Ω and ω of the
two orbits, this is zero for Def-1.
Figure 6 shows the geometry used to find the expression. Where
the line f (conjunction between C1 and Earth) corresponds to the
nodal line of Def-1.

In case the inequality is satisfied, the couple will never re-
sult in possible conjunctions. In all the other cases it is neces-
sary to pass to Test-3.

4.2.3. Description of Test-3: ’Co-planar-case’
As for many other algorithms found in literature, (e.g. Hoots

et al.’s filters [3]), the case of nearly co-planar orbits is a critical
case. Even if the relative inclination between orbits is exactly
irel = 0 deg (co-planar case) is nearly impossible, this border-
line case can produce numerical problems or singularities.
In classical tests, the co-planar case is considered when all the
points of Def-2 with respect to the plane of Def-1 have a vertical
distance (out-of-plane) within the threshold D considered. For
the present analysis, a couple will be identified as co-planar, or
better nearly-co-planar3, when the relative inclination (of Def-
2 with respect to Def-1) is smaller than 10−3 deg.
This condition has been numerically tested considering some
boundary cases too. Let’s consider for example: a = 180 000
km and e = 0.9, at a relative i of 10−3 deg. The apogee will be
342 000 km and its altitude with respect to Def-1’s plane (so
the horizontal plane) will be 5.96 km. This can be considered
an extreme case (also not in LEO, but good for understanding),
producing a very bad Ptolemaic approximation.

If a pair of deferents presents the feature searched for by the
test, this couple will certainly produce conjunction somewhere
along the orbits, since Test-2 has failed before.
Other algorithms for co-planar cases have been evaluated be-
fore selecting this one. This test however mainly allows us to
avoid the case of irel=0, which could cause some problems to

3Since the perfectly co-planar case is nearly impossible in real orbits.
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Tests-4 and Test-5. Furthermore, it is not a particularly time-
consuming test, since it just needs to verify the value of the
relative inclination.

4.2.4. Description of Test-4: ’Direct Analysis’
Here the configuration of Test-2 is exploited to shape a test

inspecting the two points where deferents cross in perifocal RF
of Def-1, in other words in the plane of the first orbit.
In practice, there would always be a small relative inclination
between orbits (except for the constellation cases), even if small
enough, this fact means that there will be always two crossings
between Def-2 and the plane of Def-1. Through Ptolemy’s ap-
proximation, it is easy to identify these points for deferents.
These are represented in Figure 8: respectively the white dots
in the 3D visualization (top) and L, M blue ones in the planar
plot (down).

Figure 8: Representation of Test-4 geometry: in the perifocal RF of Def-1 (top)
and the 3D visualization (down) respectively.

A deeper description of the geometrical procedures leading
to this filter setup is provided in Appendix A.
If this test detects conjunctions, the couple of deferents does not
require more investigations. On the other side, if this test does
not detect conjunctions it could be possible anyway that other
points around L and M (in Def-2) will come closer to Def-1.
These possibilities are evaluated by Test-5.

4.2.5. Description of Test-5: ’Distance-minimization’
This last test inspects possible conjunctions that have not

been detected before.
For this last test, it is useful to consider the relative uncertainty
D between deferents as located entirely around Def-1, as repre-
sented in Figure 9: threshold D in 3D is a toroid around Def-1.
In the plot, C1 and C2 are the centres of the two deferents, and
the blue fill stands for Def-1 together with the toroidal threshold
D around it. Def-2 is in black.

Figure 9: Representation of a random couple of deferents where threshold D is
represented as a toroid around Def-1 (in perifocal RF of Def-1).

This last test goes through a minimum global research rou-
tine: it tries to minimise a function corresponding to the relative
distance between points on the two deferents, exploiting the ad-
vantages of the Ptolemaic model as much as possible.

The deferent model allows a clever formulation of the dis-
tance function between the two deferents, the details of this for-
mulation are discussed in Appendix B. This function has just
one variable, E the eccentric anomaly of Def-2. The minimisa-
tion problem is a bounded problem that can be solved through a
Brent-like minimization algorithm. Such an algorithm has been
implemented from the works of Forsythe and Brent [15], [16].
It takes as input: the function to be minimized and the bounds
for the variable research. The test itself receives in input the
orbital parameters of the deferent.

4.3. Perturbations contributions and thresholds deduction
Deferents considered up to now are simply conics derived

geometrically from Keplerian parameters, while orbits are per-
turbed trajectories. In the case of LEO, the most relevant per-
turbation effects to retain are J2 geo-potential and drag.
The algorithm explained before is considered to be employed
at the level of preliminary filtering of orbits in the conjunction
analysis classical pipeline. The present research proposes to
add a preliminary propagation of the orbits after the SGP4 prop-
agation, to build up the effective deferent model. This propaga-
tion consists of two steps:

• numerical propagation over a 1-day horizon (after SGP4
propagation of 10 seconds) for the entire catalogue
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• mean elements filtering for each orbit about the numeri-
cal propagation, and averaging the mean elements in time

The numerical propagator has been conceived internally in
AIKO, accounting just for J2 geo-potential contribution and
drag through an exponential atmosphere model (main refer-
ences used for the development: [17], [18]). The mean elements
filter instead is inspired by the work of Servida [19], based on
Ustinov and Kaula’s theories ([20], [21]). It includes also an ad-
justment for the a estimate, proposed instead by Brouwer and
Lyddane [22].
Table 3 reports the performance and accuracy of the numeri-
cal propagator, while in Figure 10 the mean elements filtering
process is shown for a random orbit of the catalogue.

Figure 10: Mean elements (in red) computed with respect to osculating states
propagated with the numerical propagator (blue) [1-day propagation].

However, Ptolemy’s tests defined before need a single set of
elements (Keplerian set) as input. Due to that, mean elements
are numerically averaged once computed, in order to derive for
each orbit a ’static’ set of elements, employed for the geometri-
cal definition of deferents for the filter.

Table 3: Performance of the numerical propagator employed for tests. Accuracy
is assessed with respect to propagation computed with the NASA GMAT tool
[23].

Tool 1 month 3 months Accuracy after 1 day
Fast-Num ∼ 0.088 s ∼ 0.253 s ∼ 0.2 km (RMS)

However, defining deferents through a single set of mean
elements introduces another error caused by perturbations. In
fact, the orbits obtained through mean elements differ from the
osculating ones (along one day) in both in-plane (in the plane
of the mean elements deferent) and out-of-plane (normally to
the deferent plane) distances. The most important contribution
is represented by the out-of-plane distance. This fact is very
clear in Figure 11. These two plots report for each orbit of the
catalogue the distance of any point of the osculating orbit from
the mean orbit along the one-day propagation: the in-plane dis-
tances (left) and the out-of-plane ones (right).

The insights extracted from this analysis of the catalogues
allow to define suitable thresholds employed for the conjunc-
tion analysis with the Ptolemaic approach. Since Test-5 in-

Figure 11: In-plane distance from the mean orbit (left) and out-of-plane dis-
tance from the mean orbit (right) for all TLEs.

volves both in-plane and out-of-plane distances, in the defer-
ents comparison, two values of thresholds D are defined: one
for tests involving in-plane distances (Din, for Test-1, Test-2,
Test-4 and Test-5) and one for tests involving out-of-plane dis-
tances (Dout, just for Test-5).
Values retained for the present analysis are derived from an in-
spection of values shown by Figure 11:

• Din−plane = 25 km

• Dout−o f−plane = 205 km

The maximum in-plane distance is about 10 km from the
mean orbit, while the out-of-plane is 100 km (considering the
great majority of the points are under this limit). Thresholds
are computed starting from double of the maximum distance
adding a five kilometres buffer.
Model accuracy errors due to Ptolemaic approximation are smaller
than those of perturbations, and due to that do not impact di-
rectly the definition of the thresholds. However, a deep assess-
ment and quantification of the model error introduced have been
considered for each test.
It is important to notice that Test-5 involves both thresholds.
Furthermore, this process allows to account for perturbations
effects along a certain time period along the filtering analysis,
with a minimal computational effort.

5. Performance assessment

5.1. Benchmark description
The benchmark employed for the performance assessment

and validation of Ptolemy’s tests is Gronchi’s MOID algorithm,
well known in the literature as extremely efficient and precise.
Gronchi et al. [5] developed an algebraic method allowing to
find the sixteen closest geometrical points between the orbits
compared, the one which is interesting here, in particular, is the
minimum distance (the MOID).
Gronchi’s algorithm does not account for any physical model,
it relays on a purely geometrical comparison between ellipses.
Gronchi’s test has been implemented in both Matlab and Python
languages for the present work, directly from Gronchi’s paper
[5]. The algorithm takes as input the Keplerian elements of the
two orbits. It returns the minimum distance (MOID) and its
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anomaly on the two orbits. In this case, the Keplerian model
is considered and the input of the benchmark is the averaged
mean elements set of the two orbits.
Ultimately, Gronchi’s algorithm takes approximately 1e-3 sec-
onds per couple for MOID computation.

The benchmark employed for the performance assessment
of the Ptolmaic filter is a combination of the Gronchi test to-
gether with the Hoots’ Perigee-Apogee pre-filter (employed be-
fore Gronchi). Hoots’ test filters faster orbit couples that would
clearly not produce conjunctions that Gronchi’s algorithm alone.
This is done in order to make Gronchi’s and Ptolemy’s perfor-
mance comparable. For these two algorithms, the following
thresholds have been considered:

• DHoots = 65 km

• DGronchi = 25 km

Hoots threshold value has been recovered from literature
[3]. While the threshold of Gronchi has been set equal to the
one of in-plane for Ptolemy’s tests (defined in Chapter 4.3).

5.2. Performance evaluation
In this section, both the benchmark and Ptolemaic filter are

tested in an all-vs-all analysis. Results are discussed in a com-
parative analysis with the benchmark approach.
Before propagating the TLEs, it is a good practice to filter them
to check errors and inconsistencies in the catalogue: TLEs fil-
ters employed here are classical ones (detailed for example in
Muciaccia’s work [24]). By applying them, just three TLEs are
excluded.
All remaining TLEs are propagated forward with SGP4 to re-
cover osculating positions (in TEME4 reference frame). After
that, all the orbits are propagated with the custom numerical
propagator and mean elements are obtained (over a period of
24 hours, time step of 20 seconds). The time spent for this first
part (applied to 7 754 orbits) is about 1.86 h, providing propa-
gation results and everything set for the filtering process.
Once mean elements are recovered and averaged, the filtering
process is ready to be run. Both Ptolemy and benchmark are
tested over the entire catalogue: the total number of orbits is
7754 since 3 have been rejected. This type of analysis is the so-
called all-vs-all analysis, considering all couples possible with-
out repetitions (in this case 30 058 381).

Table 4 and table 5 report respectively the results of the con-
junction analysis with the Ptolemaic filter series and the one
with Hoots + Gronchi. It is important to notice that Test-1,
Test-2, Test-3 and Hoots’ pre-filter are not capable to classify
couples as producing possible conjunctions; while Test-4 is not
enough to state that any possible conjunction is present.

Further analysis of the results highlights the following points:

4True Equator Mean Equinox, the reference frame of TLEs used in SGP4

• the number of conjunctions detected is considerable since
many constellations are present in the catalogue (mainly
Starlink, COSMOS and OneWebb);

• the Ptolemaic filter detects more conjunctions than the
benchmark (around 23% more), which means that it is in
general more conservative;

• the Ptolemaic filter is capable to exclude many couples
before the final analysis: Test-1 and Test-2 exclude more
couples than the Hoots’ pre-filter.

Table 4: Results of Ptolemy’s filter run, all-vs-all.
Test No conj. Possible conj. Tot. couples per test

Test-1 20 701 259 - 20 701 259
Test-2 3 202 938 - 3 202 938
Test-3 - 889 889
Test-4 - 1 515 781 1 515 781
Test-5 4 079 623 557 891 4 637 514

Tot 2 074 561 30 058 381

Table 5: Results of Gronchi + Hoots’ filter run, all-vs-all.
Test No conj. Possible conj. Tot. couples per test

Hoots 17 769 948 - 17 769 948
Gronchi 10 583 179 1 705 254 12 288 433

Tot 1 705 254 30 058 381

A deeper analysis has been conducted about the couples
classified as conjunctions through the Ptolemaic approach: this
subset includes all the couples detected by Gronchi’s MOID as
a conjunction. This is a very important result, as it validates
the Ptolemaic approach itself. The gap in conjunctions detected
between the two approaches is mainly due to Test-5, which em-
ploys a huge threshold for out-of-plane distances.
Table 6 instead presents the CPU times spent by the two al-
gorithms for the entire all-vs-all analysis, except for the algo-
rithms initialization (times are computed as an average of three
consecutive runs).

Table 6: CPU time estimate for each approach.
Algorithm Tot. CPU time

Ptolemy 3 656.0 ± 1.5 sec (≈ 1.0 h)
Hoots+Gronchi 13 323.0 ± 1.5 sec (≈ 3.7 h)

In this configuration, the Ptolemaic algorithm is faster than
the benchmark considered. However, this comparison could be
done also adding further pre-filters before Gronchi’s algorithm
in order to further improve performance. These results prove
the efficiency of the test pipeline in the Ptolemaic filter.
An average of the times taken by the single tests is reported here
(along with the all-vs-all analysis):

• Test-1: 6.5 10−5s /couple

• Test-2: 7.9 10−5s /couple

• Test-3: 5.3 10−5s /couple

• Test-4: 5.9 10−4s /couple
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• Test-5: 9.5 10−4s /couple

It is important to notice that also Test-5 is faster or at least
comparable to Gronchi’s algorithm.

6. Derived AI-based pipeline including the Ptolemaic ap-
proach

Once seen the advantages such an approach can introduce
in the very first part of the conjunction pipeline, it has been
hypothesised its inclusion inside an AI-based pipeline. As al-
ready evaluated in some previous researches (e.g. Stevenson
and Rodriguez [10]) considering an AI-based algorithm inside
the conjunction analysis process could contribute in increasing
the efficiency in the research of conjunctions or the filtering of
couples. In this paper it has been considered for the pipeline
a machine learning algorithm (ML). The task of conjunction
detection can be considered a binary classification task for a
ML-algorithm, in which the model learns to predict a class la-
bel starting from a training set of observations for which the
true class is already known. The dataset of the learning process
in this case is the amount of couples to compare (specifically
the orbital sets of Keplerian elements).

Figure 12: Conjunction analysis pipeline introducing possible AI-based pre-
filtering.

One of the main hurdles along the AI algorithm implemen-
tation inside the conjunction analysis is the unbalance of the
dataset considered: the amount of effective close conjunctions
is much smaller than the total amount of couples considered.
The possible improvement introduced by considering the Ptole-
maic model inside the AI-pipeline is related to the training phase.
As described before in fact the Ptolemaic approach allows to
condense in the model itself the perturbation contributions in
the formulation.
The block of AI filtering could be employed as a pre-filtering
phase, allowing to exclude a certain amount of couples not pro-
ducing conjunctions, and leaving the final and more precise
analysis to classical approaches.

7. Conclusions and next steps

7.1. Main conclusions
The present work has validated the potential behind an ap-

proximated orbit model employed for conjunction detection.
The Ptolemaic filter, which employs a deferent model, has been
proven to be efficient and reliable as compared with well-known
benchmarks (Hoots and Gronchi). Another advantage is the
fact that the algorithm is built through the study of the orbital

parameters’ evolution in time, containing propagation informa-
tion. Indeed, it allows to take into account a better evolution of
the orbit through the definition of the thresholds starting from
mean elements. Despite these additional capabilities, this fea-
ture does not add considerable computational time.
Furthermore, Test-1 and Test-2 together are capable to exclude
a good amount of couples (around 24 million), making the en-
tire process very efficient. In particular, the first two tests of
the Ptolemaic filter exclude about 27% more couples than the
Hoots’ pre-filter.
In conclusion, the main advantage that the algorithm provides is
the capability to efficiently filter out a great number of couples.
This has been obtained thanks to the many simplifications in-
troduced by the deferent model in the geometrical formulation,
considering a circle instead of an ellipse. Still, it is important
to keep in mind that the Ptolemaic model introduces two errors:
a modelling error and an error due to the mean elements-based
geometry.
The present algorithm shows potential for being used in the very
first phase of the conjunction analysis, where the filtering of
the couples is performed. Furthermore, the possibility to better
include propagation information in the filtering process could
improve it in some ways: keeping the information about the
perturbation maximum oscillations around mean elements, can
be used for better estimates of future possible conjunctions.

7.2. Possible next steps

The present research tries to inspect the possible advan-
tages of an alternative conjunction analysis approach, improv-
ing computational performance and allowing for a thorough
consideration of perturbation effects.
Some improvements have been already identified as the next ef-
forts for the present research.
The first potential improvement for the algorithm is MOID de-
tection. The actual algorithm does not consider time phasing
between objects (or their hour-angle). The first step towards
that would be to include anomaly inspection in the conjunction
detection (e.g. for conjunction detected by Test-5).
The second potential improvement is the inspection of a longer
mean elements evaluation: evaluating the orbit mean elements
filtering for a wider time span and its consequences.
Another improvement concerns the integration of this algorithm
in an AI-based pipeline. Modern conjunction detection pipelines
consider introducing also AI-based algorithms in order to im-
prove the conjunction detection process efficiency. In particu-
lar, the present model could be employed in the training phase
of the AI algorithm; allowing to make a longer and more reli-
able prediction of orbit evolution and conjunction estimate.
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Appendix A. - Test-4 description

Test-4 setup is better described here.
The following steps allow computing the two crossing points
required for Test-4, between the Def-2 and Def-1’s plane.

1. Since Def-2 has been translated in perifocal RF of Def-
1, the two points we are looking for belong exactly to the nodal
line of Def-2. MoreoverΩ2 is simply the angle from the perigee
of Def-1 up to the line of crossing between the planes of orbits.
Crossing points are represented in Figure 8 (down): L and M.
Where C is the centre of Def-1.

2. Exploiting previous deductions, two useful triangles could
be identified (Figure 8) on the plane of Def-1: the first one
for the point M ( ˆEarth −C − M), and the second for point L
( ˆEarth −C − L).
What is needed to set up Test-4 are distances d1 and d2 (repre-
sented in Figure 8), from the centre of Def-1. Once obtained, it
will be straightforward to compare these distances with R1, to
verify conjunctions at these two locations.

3. In order to obtain d1 and d2, the two previous triangles
are solved. Since it is already known the common side c1 (the
ellipse parameter of Def-1), at least another side and one angle
are needed.
Angles between c1 and the two sides r2right and r2le f t (dis-
tances of L and M from Earth) could be easily computed with
Ω of Def-2, assuming point (1).

ˆ(C − Earth − M) = 180 deg − Ω2

ˆ(C − Earth − L) = Ω2
(A.1)

4. Distances from Earth of points L and M are computed
instead considering the geometrical definition of ω for Def-2.
The procedure is the one represented in Figure 8b. In this rep-
resentation Def-1 is the green one, while Def-2 is the red one;
L and M are the two big white points. The two distances are
computed by recovering eccentric anomalies from true anoma-
lies (the one represented in Figure 8).

5. Through a well-known theorem, knowing two sides of
a triangle and the angle between them the geometry can be
solved. In one step more d1 and d2 are computed.

Once distances d1 and d2 are computed, the aim of this test
is to verify if these two points come closer than D to Def-1. This
could be verified through the following inequalities:

|R1 − d1| > D

|R2 − d2| > D
(A.2)

In case inequalities are both verified any conjunction is pos-
sible at these two points; from the sign of the two differences
we can understand if L and M stay inside or outside Def-1.

Appendix B. - Test-5 description

In this appendix a more in-depth description of Test-5 is
provided.
Since Def-1 lays completely on the horizontal x-y-plane of the
main RF (due to the rotation performed, in its perifocal RF),
the relative distance between deferents can be computed as the
sum of the squares between distance from C1 (planar distance)
and elevation (out-of-plane distance) from the Def-1 plane, for
all points on Def-2. Once the minimum distance is found, it is
possible to state if any conjunction will happen or not: if the
minimum distance is bigger than D no conjunctions are possi-
ble, otherwise at least one is present.
The relative distance between deferents is reshaped as a func-
tion of the eccentric anomaly E of Def-2 (E2): this is called F,
the function to be minimized. This is defined here:

F = f (E2)

F =
√

(|P⃗De f−2 − C⃗1| − a1)2 + z2
P

(B.1)

where P⃗ is the position vector of a generic point on Def-
2 and zP is its elevation from horizontal plane (Def-1’s plane).
And C⃗1 is the position vector of the Def-1 centre. The F func-
tion is simply the planar distance from Def-1 together with the
vertical distance from the plane of Def-1. Adding the two con-
tributions, the resulting distance constitutes the relative distance
between deferents.
The passages to obtain F are reported in the following equation:

P⃗peri f ocal2(E2) =


(a2 cos(E2) − a2 e2)

(a2 sin(E2))

0


P⃗peri f ocal1 =

¯̄QxX P⃗peri f ocal2

zP(E2) = P⃗peri f ocal1(3)

F(E2) =

√
(
√

(P⃗peri f ocal1(1) + c1)2 + P⃗peri f ocal1(2)2 − a1)2 + z2
P

(B.2)

¯̄QxX is the matrix providing transformation from perifocal
to equatorial RF with angles of Def-2 relative to Def-1, this ma-
trix is not a function of E. P⃗peri f ocal1 is the position vector on
Def-2 in perifocal frame of Def-1 at the anomaly selected. The
function F provides the relative distance between the two def-
erents. Once minimised this function, it is sufficient to compare
its minimum with the threshold D and verify if at least one con-
junction is present or not.
This function is minimised through the algorithm described be-
fore. The characteristics of this function are the following:
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• single variable function;

• non-linear function;

• F presents probably more than one local minima.

Along the conjunction analysis, in Test-5 both in-plane and
out-of-plane thresholds are involved. The minimum found is
firstly checked for the out-of-plane distance and in case it is
smaller, it is checked for the in-plane too.
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